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Dear Readers,
“I’d rather eat ramen noodles and keep my kids at home”. This quote from Michele
Evans delighted me. She is the mom of our beautiful featured family and she is faithful,
feisty, and fun. I hope you get as much encouragement from their story as I have.
It is true that we homeschooling parents make many sacrifices to home educate
our children: loss of income, less freedom to come and go, a much larger workload in
the home, but the rewards are extraordinary. We recognize those gifts but sometimes
it is hard to remember and be grateful, especially now with the stressful conditions
prevailing in the world. This issue aims to encourage you to see how blessed we all are
and to be grateful.
This month Jeff Minick winds up his series on the four temperaments. I have
learned so much in Jeff 's series about the temperaments of my children and how this
can help guide them through their formative years. You can find the entire series at
SetonMagazine.com.
My favorite space in this issue is, without a doubt, the photos so generously shared by
so many of you. Not only did we have a lot to put in here, but there are many more on
the website. Thank you so much for your willingness to show us your lovely children.
This is our last issue of 2020, and we here at Seton wish you all a happy Thanksgiving,
and a blessed and holy Advent and Christmas season. We look forward to meeting you
here again in this space in the new year.
Blessings,

Mary Ellen Barrett
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The mission of Seton Home Study School, an international Catholic institution, is to ensure
that all of its students thrive intellectually and spiritually using a Christ-centered, educational
program that empowers them to live the Catholic Faith while embracing the academic and
vocational challenges of the twenty-first century.
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THIS IS WHY WE HOMESCHOOL

Why Do We Homeschool?
We love the ability that we can have a
fantastic and rigorous curriculum
wherever we might be sent to next.
We were in quarantine and needed a way
to continue our children's schooling.
We also were searching for a solid and
complete Catholic traditional education. It
was important that we could educate our
children at home during this pandemic!

The Tolsma Family
SHARE YOUR “WHY WE HOMESCHOOL” ON FACEBOOK
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For This I Am Grateful
BY MARY ELLEN BARRETT

N

ovember is a favorite month of mine, the late fall

color and briskness appeal to me much more than
does the blistering humidity of summer, and the
bitter cold of winter has not yet settled in to make
me miserable. November is also my birthday month, which is
finally becoming a thing again since I have older children now
and they seem to enjoy celebrating their old mom. November
is the month of my wedding day, the day I forever become one
with this wonderful man God chose for me. All these things
inspire gratitude. The Thanksgiving holiday, celebrated this
month in America, calls upon us to reflect on those things for
which we are grateful and share the celebration of them with
family, friends, and feasting.
In many ways, Thanksgiving is my favorite holiday. To me,
it’s a no pressure holiday that requires only good food and
gathering with friends and family. There is no insistence on
anything else, and our traditions for this holiday are simple. We
eat turkey, we invite a crowd, we welcome all, and we do not
sweat any kitchen mishaps.

Then Came 2020
This year of everything we know about hospitality and
shared experiences seemed to go away. It became the year that
gratitude was suddenly a little harder to find. In my case it
began early in the year with my father’s diagnosis of terminal
cancer, a shocking turn since he had been perfectly healthy–
until he was not. While he was with us in home hospice, a fivedollar piece of equipment broke off the water heater, resulting
in a flood causing thousands of dollars in damage.
Soon after my dad passed away and there was no wake or
funeral to celebrate his life, months of construction started,
until my contractor had a heart attack and that held up repairs
while he recovered. Hurricane Isaias took down three trees and
a shed in my yard, again resulting in several thousand dollars in
cleanup and damage. All this while living under the quarantine
that will not end. To say gratitude is difficult to come by is an
understatement. In fact, each morning is approached with
trepidation, “What is going to go wrong today?” being the first
thought that pops into one’s head.

“All this while living under
the quarantine that will not end.”
This year may require some deep digging to find gratitude.
We have all been challenged and stretched in ways we have
never been before. Yes, historically this pandemic has been less
significant than others (the bubonic plague wiped out half the

population of Europe in the Middle Ages), and people have
suffered greatly in other ways (invasions, famine, holocausts),
which puts into perspective not being able to go eat at the corner
bistro or to hang out at homeschool co-op drinking coffee with
other moms. However, that doesn’t mean that the loss of these
things has not been significant to us and to our culture. To be
unable to have funerals or weddings, to have missed Mass for
months, all sports on hold and a million other things that make
our lives our lives—these things are to be properly mourned
and celebrated when they return.

“...let us focus on what
we can be grateful for.”
In the meantime, let us focus on what we can be grateful
for. Homeschooling is now cool. No longer are we the crazy
moms who are harming their children by keeping them out
of government run schools. The world suddenly sees the
advantages of keeping children close their parents and siblings
by homeschooling, and the hard work and sacrifice made by
homeschooling parents is now given the proper due.
Seton, long at the forefront of the Catholic homeschooling
movement has stretched to accommodate thousands of new
families and sought to help them navigate these unknown waters
as easily and efficiently as possible. I know I am grateful for our
new Seton Support Community.

A Springtime of Family Time
As difficult as it was, I am immensely grateful for a spring
that focused entirely on family time. Our usual spring schedule
is chaotic with travel, performances, and family commitments.
This past spring was quietly filled with backyard barbeques,
1000 piece puzzles, board games, movie nights, lingering over
meals and, yes, sleeping in. Truly things to be grateful for.
The bonds my family forged during this time together will
remain forever part of us, and I’m grateful for the time we’ve
had to slow down and enjoy each other’s company. God truly
used this time to draw us closer, and this Thanksgiving my
prayer will be that those bonds hold us tightly together as we
look toward a new year, new challenges, and bright beginnings.
Mary Ellen Barrett is a mother of seven
children and two in heaven, wife to David, and
a lifelong New Yorker. She has homeschooled
her children for eleven years using Seton
and an enormous amount of books. She is
the editor of the Seton Magazine and also a
contributer to The Long Island Catholic.
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BY DR. MARY KAY CLARK
Do I have to do everything that is in the lesson plans?
No, the only things you absolutely have to do in order for your
student to receive a grade from Seton are the things that Seton
grades (part B on the Quarter Report Forms).
However, the lesson plans are our best method to enable your
student to be able to do well on those things. Obviously, every
child is different and comes from a different learning background.
If there's something that you know your child already knows,
you can certainly either skim through the lesson or skip entirely. If
there is a concept your child hasn't mastered yet, you may want to
spend some additional time on that or use some outside resources.
My kindergarten student is through the lesson plans in about
90 minutes. Do I have to come up with more things for him to
do to fill up the time?
No. Remember, if your child were in a brick and mortar school
for kindergarten, much of that time would be spent playing,
listening to stories, or even taking naps! Also, traveling to and
from school, waiting in lines, waiting for all the other students to
finish their work, putting things away, etc. Enjoy the extra time
together. Pre-K and K should always be fun!

Do I have to do the book reports on books you sent me?
With thousands of students enrolled in our reading program, it
would be impossible for the graders to be familiar with so many
different books.
Seton students get to choose from four historical novels for
their first and second quarter reports. They choose from nine saint
biographies for their third and fourth quarter reports.These choices
are for book reports in the Fourth through Eighth Grade.
You may have selected your book report books when you
enrolled. If not, we chose them for you when your enrollment was
packed. If you notice that one of the other options in the lesson
plans is a book that interests your student, you may order that book
from Seton’s bookstore.
I am finishing up the 1st quarter in some of my subjects, but
not others. Do I have to submit everything at the same time?
If you are mailing elementary grade items to Seton, you may
find it easier to keep track of things if you mail in all the work for a
quarter at the same time, together with all the necessary Quarterly
Report Forms.
If you are mailing high school items, send us completed subjects
each quarter.
However, if you using your online MySeton account to enter
grades and upload assignments, for either elementary or high
school, we ask that you submit them as you finish them.
Of course you can submit any work at any time but if a subject or
two are significantly behind the others, you should probably send in
what you have rather than holding on to it.

Seton Support
AN ONLINE COMMUNITY FOR PARENTS
https://community.setonsupport.com/
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Seton

Educational
Media CHRISTMAS

The Seton College Partner Program
is a way to encourage students to
continue their Catholic education by
attending solidly Catholic Colleges
after high school.

CATALOG 2020

www.SetonBooks.com
Nick Marmalejo, Guidance Counselor on
“Some of the most frequently asked
questions from high school families are
about dual enrollment in college courses.
I hope this helps. - Nick M.”
Will Seton accept transfer credits from a
college or university?
Yes. This is considered Dual Enrollment.
To receive credit for college or university
courses, Seton requires an official transcript.
A print-off from the school’s website
with courses and grades does not meet
this requirement.
Can any course be done as a Dual
Enrollment course?
No. Not all courses or activities will
qualify. For example, once enrolled, diplomaseeking Seton students are required to take
Seton’s English, Theology, Biology, and Social
Studies courses.
However, many math, science, foreign
language, electives and fine arts can be done
as a dual enrollment.

Dual Enrollment

Are grades received for Dual Enrollment
courses part of the GPA?
No. Because Seton does not grade the
work, dual enrollment credit grades are not
a part of the Seton GPA.
How much credit does a Dual Enrollment
course receive?
All one semester, 3 credit college courses
receive a full credit, rather than a half credit,
in Seton’s system.
For example, Spanish 101, a one semester
college course will be credited as one full
year of high school Spanish.
Do I need to tell Seton I intend to do a
Dual Enrollment course?
Yes, please do! Seton’s Guidance
Department wants to ensure that you are
on track for a Seton diploma, if that’s your
plan, and will record your intention to Dual
Enroll in your profile. In this way, we will
know to expect a transcript from you for the
courses in which you choose to dual enroll.

AVE MARIA
UNIVERSITY

setonhome.org/colleges

SAINT

THOMAS MORE
BY JOHN CLARK
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B

orn into some of the most tumultuous times in the
entire history of the Catholic Church, the brilliant Saint
Thomas More has been hailed with many accolades:
patriot, genius, statesman, martyr, saint. But to a group
of children in the 16th Century, he was simply “father.”

But he also warned them that there may be a time coming
when virtue was punished and sin was rewarded. And he urged
them, when that time arrived, to hold fast to almighty God, Who
loves them. As he reminded them, the only lasting comfort and
consolation comes from God alone.

The legacy of Saint Thomas More is so powerful that even
today, centuries later, he inspires those who may not agree with
his political and religious positions; for good reasons. They respect
the fortitude that he exhibited all the way to his Earthly end, but
if they know only his public life, they are missing much of the
character of this great man.

Of course, that time arrived when King Henry VIII persecuted
Thomas for his refusal to endorse the king’s divorce. Thomas’
position was clear: King Henry VIII was sacramentally married,
and a divorce and remarriage was sacramentally impossible.
Thomas More let King Henry know that this was no small matter;
Thomas would not bear witness to the king’s lie. For his refusal to
go along with the king’s new “marriage,” Thomas More was put
in prison and eventually beheaded after he proved unwavering in
his resolve.

In 1505, Thomas More married Jane Colt, who tragically
died in childbirth only six years after their wedding. But their
marriage produced one son, John, and three daughters, Margaret,
Elizabeth, and Cicely. Thomas also became a father to his second
wife’s child and a foster father to others. These children brought
great fulfillment into this life, and Thomas
referred to his children as “my joys.” His
biographers paint a picture of Thomas as a
playful, affectionate, and happy father.

A Great Homeschool Dad

Defender of Marriage and Fatherhood

We can look back at his life and death, and observe that
Thomas More was one of the most
ardent champions of the Sacrament of
Matrimony in ecclesiastical history. And
we would be correct in doing so. But
it’s also worth noting that, in defending
marriage, Thomas was defending
fatherhood. Because if matrimony can be
put asunder, so can fatherhood.

Thomas realized the
importance of learning
and of making learning
a happy experience.

Thomas More also proved to be a
great homeschool Dad, and the evidence
of that is seen throughout his writings.
When away on business in the year 1521,
Thomas sent a letter to his children that
began, “Thomas More, to his whole
school, greeting.” Thomas realized the importance of learning and
of making learning a happy experience.

When Thomas More famously climbed
that scaffold, he was laying down his life
for God, for truth, and for his friends. But
he was also laying down his life for the rights of fathers and the
rights of children.

The British custom at the time was to academically teach
only the boys, as education was deemed unimportant and even
detrimental for girls. Yet Thomas saw the nonsense of that, so
he taught his daughters on his own. He taught them subjects
such as science and literature, and he seemed to have a unique
love and ability for teaching Latin. Thomas taught his daughters
Latin so well that they seemed equally at ease with Latin or
English, translating it back and forth to each other as part of their
homeschool regimen.

If sacramental matrimony can be terminated with the stroke of
a pen or the pronouncement of a tyrant, the family is in mortal
danger, and children are left in a position in which the real seems
pretend and the pretend seems real. In the end, the Sacrament of
Matrimony—and the mothers and fathers and children who are
nurtured by this glorious sacrament instituted by Jesus—must be
defended by all means possible. Thomas More understood this,
and in the end, it was the hill he died on.

When meeting with a bishop one day, Thomas dropped a letter
from his pocket that his daughter had written to him in Latin. The
bishop picked it up and glanced at it, and saw that it had been
written in perfect Latin. The bishop was astounded that it was
written by a woman.

Saint Thomas More’s life was one of learning, love, and sacrifice.
So when you homeschool fathers need some inspiration to keep
going, think of Saint Thomas More’s indelible love and unshakable
perseverance. Ask him to pray for your marriage: that it be strong
and fulfilling and full of joy—that you may be “God’s good servant”
by living a beautiful life of love and sacrifice for your family.

Living in a Virtuous Time

But it was virtue and the central importance of the Catholic
faith that Thomas most desired to convey to his children. One of
his biographers recounts that Thomas told his young children that
they were fortunate to live at a time when people were happy and
holy and virtuous—men and women whose lives were wonderful
examples of Christianity.

Inspiration for Homeschool Fathers

Saint Thomas More—statesman, martyr, homeschool father—
pray for us!
John Clark is a homeschooling father, author of Who's
Got You and How to be a Superman Dad, a speech writer,
an online course developer for Seton, and a weekly
blogger for The National Catholic Register.
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I am concerned about my role as teacher. When I patiently try
to explain a concept, my children often turn to crying.
How do we learn to work with each other?
- Rachel C., Mount Airy, MD

Cheryl Hernandez
Your children may be lacking trust in you
as a teacher because you may be lacking
trust and confidence in yourself.
But that can actually be a good thing,
since where we really need to put our trust and
confidence is in God. Our Lord told St. Faustina, “Souls that trust
boundlessly are a great comfort to Me, because I pour all the
treasure of My graces into them.”

“You are, in fact,
educating them for Heaven!”
Be not afraid! Our beloved St. John Paul II is telling you Our
Lord is with you every step of the way. God has put the desire to
homeschool your children into your heart, and you have already
made that first most important step of answering His call.
The Church says a parent is not only their child’s teacher — but
their most important and indispensable teacher. You are, in fact,
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educating them for Heaven! Have confidence in your Godgiven role, ask for the graces daily, and they will be freely and
generously given.
Having order in your day will help you to gain confidence
and your children to be less anxious.

“Soon, you will find days
flowing more smoothly...”
Children thrive within the security of boundaries. It helps
them to relax and focus, without the worry and stress of the
unknown. So make sure you put some order into your day, and
try to be consistent.
Wake up before the children so you have time to yourself
(to shower, have a cup of coffee, pray, and do some spiritual
reading). Then have set times for waking up the children,
morning prayers, breakfast, school time, lunch time, chore
time, and outside play time. Especially in these first few months,
try to keep the same schedule each day.
Soon, you will find the days flowing more smoothly, and
you and your children relaxing and enjoying this new
adventure together.

Ask the Experts...

Three Veteran Homeschooling Moms
Speak to a New Mom's Concern
“Helping your children learn good
work habits...sets your children on
the road to future success..”

Ginny Seuffert
Do your children cry when you ask
them to turn off the TV, clear the table,
and load the dishwasher? If so, you have a
discipline issue that must be addressed.

Tara Brelinsky
Homeschooling, like the rest of
parenthood, takes time to navigate. Think
back to when you brought your firstborn
home. You felt prepared for the basics of
diaper changes and rocking, but you had some
doubts after those first sleepless nights and cluster
nursing sessions. In time, you and baby developed a routine.
You learned his individual needs and you met them. New
homeschoolers can experience this same settling-in period.
My advice to help you through this adjustment period is: start
with prayer, stick with a set schedule, know your priorities for
the day, and focus on the eternal goal.

Simply expressed, school age children should
not cry during lessons. That kind of behavior likely wouldn’t
happen in a brick and mortar school so it’s really more of a
delay tactic.

Always begin the school day with prayer. Don᾿t skip this step,
even if it means starting a few minutes later. Everyone needs
the grace of time spent in prayer (yes, there᾿s grace even if your
toddler is standing on her head during the rosary).

“Remind the child that his or her own
actions created the concequence.”

Stick with a schedule so that everyone knows what to expect
throughout the day. Privileges should come after schoolwork
and chores have been completed. If children understand, free
time is at 3pm after they've finished their lessons without
fussing, then they᾿ll be more inclined to cooperate.

At the first sign of tears, stop the lesson and assign a chore.
“Go take a break and sweep the kitchen floor, until you feel like
you can get back to work.” As this will set the school day back,
unfinished work must be completed before playtime, or snack
time, or TV time. This may bring more tears.
Remind the child that his or her own actions created the
consequence. “Perhaps tomorrow you will remember how you
were doing school-work when everyone else was playing.”
It may take as long as several weeks to end the waterworks,
but end them you must. Crying over having to do a lesson is
behavior that should not be tolerated, because it also has long
term implications.
Children who use these tactics to avoid work will suffer in
their personal and professional relationships. Helping your
children learn good work habits and the ability to control their
emotions now is a great benefit to them, and sets your children
on the road to future success.

“Homeschooling is
really about more than ABC's and 123's”
Know your priorities for the day and hold to them.
Occasionally, there may be interruptions (doctor's
appointments, business calls) or a child may have a difficult
day. On those days, skip the extras and channel your time and
energy into completing the subjects which are priorities.
Just like the rest of parenting, homeschooling has an eternal
goal. God has called you to train up your sons and daughters
to know, love, and serve Him. You are best suited to fulfill that
vocation because homeschooling is really about more than
ABC's and 123's. Homeschooling is about teaching children
how to live. And staying the course through this settling-in
period is teaching your children that life sometimes requires
patient perseverance in order to reach the bigger goal.
SETON MAGAZINE, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2020 | 11

TheAhead:
Evans Family
Pray, Trust in God, and Forge
The Evans Family

Take a Deep Breath...and Pray

S

omeone once encouraged Michele Evans to put her
children in school and go to work.

“I’d rather eat ramen noodles,” she replied, “and keep my
kids at home.”
Let’s pay a visit to this stouthearted and determined mom
with a gift for laughter, her husband Tristan, and her children
11th-grader Owen, 8th-grader Janelle, and 4th-grader Ian, all of
whom have been enrolled with the Seton Home Study School
since kindergarten.

12 |

Inspired by some fathers he’d met in a Catholic men’s group,
it was Tristan who first suggested they try
homeschooling, an idea utterly foreign
to Michele. He designed a preschool program for Owen,
and when kindergarten
rolled around, Michele
asked a friend what they
should do next. Nancy,
a mother of six who
later died of cancer,
recommended
Seton. “She was an
inspiration to me,”
Michele says, “and
when I pray, I ask for
her
help.”
SETON MAGAZINE, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2020

In early 2012, shortly after Ian’s birth,
disaster struck. Tristan was diagnosed
with advanced Stage 3 colon cancer. After
months of treatment, he recovered, but as
Michele says, “If we hadn’t caught it when we
did, he probably wouldn’t be here today.” While
she was with him in the hospital and at chemotherapy,
family and friends pitched in and helped with the two older
children’s education, guided by Seton’s lesson plans.
At about this same time, Michele and Tristan founded an
online Catholic bookstore, TKC Catholic Bookstores at www.
tkcus.com. They had originally planned to open a brick-andmortar store as well, but with Tristan’s illness they put those
ambitions aside.
Each of the Evans children has a special interest. Owen is
fascinated with drawing and recently won third place in the Rush
Revere T-Shirt Design contest, which is connected to Rush and
Kathryn Limbaugh’s Rush Revere books. Janelle loves baking,
and Ian is a “Minecraft fanatic and Lego maniac who could also
play board games all day long.”
The family belongs to the Association of Roman Catholic
Homeschoolers, or ARCH, where the three young people visit
with friends, take field trips, and engage in all sorts of other
social activities.

The Evans generally begin their homeschooling day between 8:30
and 9:00, work on their lessons for three or four hours, break for lunch,
and finish up their schoolwork in the afternoon. Their 78-year-old
aunt, Marcy Veccity, who lives with them, helps with this schooling,
working for the most part with Ian.

Flexibility, Benefits, and Freedom

When asked what advantages she’d found in homeschooling,
Michele had some ready answers. First up was the flexibility “that
allows us to move at our own pace.” She adds, “I love the freedom to
be able to do things that have nothing to do with school,” and cites as
an example the burial of a great-uncle, a veteran of World War II, in
Arlington National Cemetery, a unique and moving experience which
the family was able to attend.
“I’m not sure we could have gone if the kids were in a regular school.
That flexibility is just amazing, and my kids are getting an excellent
education as well.”
Next up on her list of the benefits of teaching in the home was
independence of outside circumstances. When a friend asked her
how the pandemic had affected her life, Michele responded,
“Mmmm…I have to wear a mask in the grocery store.” Unlike
so many parents during the lockdown, homeschooling
meant no disruption in her children’s education.
Finally, Michele stressed that homeschooling allows
her children greater freedom in learning. “Each of my
children learns uniquely.
Once I determined their learning styles, I was able
to tailor the lessons to their needs. They would not
get this type of attention in traditional schools.” As an
example, she mentions her daughter Janelle, who had
difficulty with spelling until Michele figured out her
daughter was an auditory learner.
Janelle now learns spelling by listening to words on tape
at night before bedtime.
In her response to a Seton survey asking “What do you love
most about Seton Home Study School?” Michele wrote “The authentic
Catholic education which Seton provides weaves the beauty of
Catholicism throughout ALL subjects.”

Take a Deep Breath and Pray

Her advice to those new to homeschooling, especially with
the younger set, is two-fold: “you can’t mess up your child’s
early education” and “always pray.” She often gets calls from new
homeschooling moms of kindergarteners who ask “My daughter
took only an hour to do her lessons today. What’s wrong?” to which
Michelle answers with a smile “Nothing.” In other words, the younger
set from kindergarten to third or fourth grade require much less time
learning at home than in regular schools.
Michele also reminds new families who contact her to “trust that
God will take care of you. Take a deep breath and pray, and everything
will work out.”
In these times in which we live, that’s sound advice, not just for new
or old homeschoolers, but also for Catholics everywhere.
SETON MAGAZINE, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2020

Seton Book Reports

BY SETON STAFF

A Simple System to Build Better Writers
“Ugh!” “Arghh” or “Please, please, no” are some of the
emotions felt by elementary school students when they hear
the words “book report.”
Never fear, students. Seton is here to help you.
At Seton, the book report for the elementary grades is
not intended to be mere proof that students have done the
reading. In other words, students don’t just repeat the plot
of the story. Instead, a book analysis, in essence a review,
incorporates all that students have learned in their language
arts classes. Writing a book report requires reading comprehension skills, thinking and analysis skills, and composition and mechanics skills.
And here is where Seton comes to the rescue. The staff
has prepared questions about the content of the book and
developed a worksheet to guide students and help them
successfully write their reports. As they read a book, they
can fill in information on the worksheet. Once they’ve

finished the book, they can then draw information from
the worksheet, complete an outline based on the worksheet,
and move from the outline to writing paragraphs for
the report.
Simple, yes?
To help these students, Seton has prepared the opening
paragraphs for books read in the first and second quarters.
This introductory paragraph includes the title, author, the
time and place of the story, and the main character. The final sentence of that paragraph delivers the theme of the report. Here we find the characteristics, attitudes, and values
of the main character. In the following paragraphs, young
reviewers address these traits along with evidence from the
book. In the third and fourth quarters, students write their
own introductions to these reports.
These steps lead to a well-written analysis of the book.

The Book Report Workbook, a Remarkable Tool
One of the academic skills learned by fourth graders
is the art of writing a book report. To assist these students, Seton has developed a Book Report Workbook,
a tutorial designed to guide them step-by-step through
the process of writing a report about The Small War of
Sergeant Donkey, the assigned book for the
First Quarter.

Step-by-Step Simplicity
We’ve provided a specific worksheet for this report,
with chapter-by-chapter comprehension questions
as well as interesting historical facts and vocabulary
words. This tutorial is an excellent tool for learning
how to analyze a character or characters in a book. The
book report for The Small War of Sergeant Donkey is
not sent to Seton nor is it graded.
In the Book Report Workbook, we’ve provided a
Parent Supplement to assist with the report, which
includes a Worksheet Answer Key, a Simplified First
Draft of the Book Report, and a Sample Completed
Book Report.
Good writing, everyone!
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Jesse Tree Kit

My Nativity Pop-out
Calendar
Lovely Advent Calendar to use
each day to help prepare your
family for the coming of
the Savior.
$11.95 | My Nativity Pop-out Calendar | M-RLCH-15

Christmas Activity Book Set

Each of the 28 pre-drawn paper ornaments
can be colored by the children for their
own personal touch. This kit also includes
a short history of the Jesse Tree and a Jesse
Tree prayer service. The Jesse Tree is a
wonderful reflection on salvation history as a
preparation for the celebration of Christmas.
$12.95 | Jesse Tree Kit | M-RLCH-12

CCC Saints & Heroes DVDs

Need a fun way to help children learn about
the true meaning of Christmas?
These activity books
are designed to teach
children all about Our
Lord’s nativity using
puzzles and activities to
reinforce the reason for
the season—the birth of
Christ. Recommended
ages 4-10.

Catholic, inspiring, and
entertaining! This classic video
collection from CCC features
high quality animated films
about inspiring and heroic
figures who changed the world
forever. Each 30 minutes.
$95.00 | SET OF 9 | M-RLDV-40
$11.95 | INDIVIDUALLY

Baby Jesus in a Manger & Kneeling Santa
A wonderful way to teach the true meaning of Christmas!
These resin figurines help refocus our celebrations on God’s
greatest gift to us - His Son, Jesus.
$4.95 | Kneeling Santa 3 inch Ornament | M-RLCH-20

M-RLXX-22

$11.95 | 5 inch Baby Jesus in a Manger | M-RLCH-29

$17.95 | Christmas Activity Book Set | M-RLCH-24
$8.95 | Christmas Fun Bible Activity Book | M-RLCH-17
$3.95 | Christmas A-Z Activity Book | M-RLCH-22
$5.95 | Christmas Sticker Book | M-RLCH-23

 866-241-8819

FREE SHIPPING! USA Addresses only. Use Coupon Code: NOEL2020
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Prayer
Pillow
Cases

2019
Best
Sellers

Prayer Pillowcases pair beautiful
original art with favorite prayers
to offer all ages a delightful new
way to:
• Learn Catholic prayers

• Remember to say prayers,

• Begin and end each day with a
prayerful heart!

Brother Francis
Advent Set
$21.95 | M-RLDV-68
$12.95 EACH
M-SSCP-11 Guardian Angel

M-SSCP-15 St. Francis of Assisi

Christmas/Advent
Coloring Book

M-SSCP-12 St. Michael

M-SSCP-16 St. Thérèse

M-SSCP-13 Act of Contrition

M-SSCP-17 Good Shepherd

$3.00 | P-RLPK-42

M-SSCP-14 Mysteries of the Rosary

M-SSCP-18 Hail Mary

Saint Memory
Card Game
$3.95 | M-RLSS-20

Catholic Songs for
Children
$12.00 | P-MU01-12 | CD
$19.95 | P-MU01-21 | DVD

Holy Traders®
Saints Trading Cards
• Each set comes in a hard plastic case
• 154 different cards
• Fantastic stocking stuffers
$51.75 | All Six Sets & Activity Kit | M-RLXX-22
$33.75 | Set of 6 | M-RLXX-16
$6.75 | Individual sets

Saints for
Boys & Girls
Sticker Book Set
$10.00 | M-RLBK-E5

Glory Stories
$14.95 | INDIVIDUAL CDS
$192.00 | 15 CDS | M-RLCD-20

Catholic Kids
Activity Books

25%
OFF

$28.00 | SET OF 7 |
M-RLBK-D 8
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FREE SHIPPING! USA Addresses only. Use Coupon Code: NOEL2020

Alphabet Express Floor Puzzle
All aboard the Alphabet Train! Familiar objects are featured
in each car to illustrate the letter, all pulled by a beautifuly
detailed engine! Ten feet long when assembled, 28 extrathick cardboard pieces. It’s easy-clean surface keeps puzzle
looking new.

Magnetic Wooden Numbers &
Alphabet

AGES
3+

$12.00 | P-MDPK-18

Play Money Set
With fifty of each denomination,
this set includes familiar-looking
paper bills and plastic coins in a
handy wooden “cash drawer” box.

Numbers: Enough numerals to count
from zero through twenty AND five math
signs in a convenient wooden case. 37
colorful magnetic pieces.

$17.00 | P-MD02-10

$10.00 | P-MDPK-13

Alphabet: 52 brightly colored magnetic
upper AND lowercase letters in a handy
divided wooden case. Ideal for letter
recognition, matching, and stenciling.
$10.00 | P-MDPK-14

Shape-Sorting Clock
$13.00 | P-MDPK-42

See & Spell
Complete a puzzle to spell a word, while developing
a sight-reading vocabulary or
use the letters for stenciling
Recommended for ages 4 and
up. Contains small parts.

Pattern Blocks and Boards

$17.00 | P-MD02-11

$17.00 | P-MDPK-21
See more at:

www.SetonBooks.com/EducationalToys

Brother Francis Dvds

Join Brother Francis and his friends as they inspire
children in their Catholic faith. This entertaining and
instructive series features stories, visual examples, music
and more! New episodes include Joy Toones, The Ten
Commandments, the Days of Advent, and more!
M-RLDV-70 | BROTHER FRANCIS 14 DVD SET | $139.00

SAVE
OVER
0
$40.0
FREE SHIPPING! Offer expires 12/24/20. Use Coupon Code: NOEL2020

$12.95 EACH
Save When You
Buy the Set!

NEW
S
TITLE
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Saints Biographies
Saints for Young Readers
These beautifully illustrated books are a great way to teach your
children about the life of Jesus and His Saints. Recommended for
Grades Pre-K-4.

SAVE0
$5.0
$50.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$10.00
$12.00

|
|
|
|
|
|

5 Book Set | P-RD00-20
Brigid and the Butter | P-RD00-15
Patrick and the Fire | P-RD00-16
Simon of Cyrene | P-RD00-17
Saint Who Fought the Dragon | P-RD01-36
The Queen & the Cross | P-RDPK-31

$20
OFF

Encounter the Saints: Saint Biographies
In the Encounter the Saints readers, children
experience the challenges, heroism, and holiness of
some of the greatest friends of God! Collect them
all, and meet the saints! These make great stocking
stuffers for the young reader! Grades 4 and up.
$222.00 | Set of 33 | M-RDB4-09
$8.50 | Individually

Life of a Saint
Their fascinating life stories will help children discover the great adventure
of holiness. Hard cover. 32 pp. Recommended for Grades Pre-K-4.

$55.00
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95
$14.95

|
|
|
|
|

Four Book Set | P-RD03-59
Francis: The Poor Man of Assisi | P-RD03-61
Peter: Apostle of Jesus | P-RD03-62
John Mary Vianney: The Holy Cure of Ars | P-RD03-65
Mother Teresa: The Smile of Calcutta | P-RD03-66

Mary Fabyan Windeatt
Saint Biographies

$10
OFF
18

$10
OFF

 866-241-8819

Beautiful and detailed stories of the
saints appropriate for grades 4-8 but
enjoyable for older readers as well.
The whole family will enjoy reading
these popular stories of the saints.

Entire 20-book set on sale for $149!
Save $78! (individual pricing on
setonbooks.com)

Vision Books: Saint Biographies
The Vision Books are one of the most popular and
well-written series of saints’ lives ever produced for
young people. Recommended for Grades 4-8.

Entire 24-book set on sale for $170! Save $70! (Sold
individually $10 each)
$170.00 | Set of 24 | M-RDST-02
$10.00 | Individually

$149.00 | Set of 20 | M-RDBK-30

FREE SHIPPING! USA Addresses only. Use Coupon Code: NOEL2020

Children’s Literature
The Adventures of Nick and Sam

Easy -to-read series with simple vocabulary and large print.
Perfect read-aloud experiences. Great way to talk to kids about
the Faith. Recommended for Grades 3-6. 129-167 pp.
$49.00 | Set of 6 | P-RD04-70
$8.95 | Each

Gospel Time Trekkers

Perfect for Christmas! In Volume One, meet three siblings as they
travel through time and find the stable where Jesus was born.
True to Biblical culture and scholarship, Time Trekkers are
bound to become treasured additions to your family library!
Recommended for Grade K-5. 70-80 pages in length.
$35.95 | Set of 6 | P-RD03-50
$6.45 | Individually

Childhood of Famous Americans

Young Adventurer’s Set

Lively, inspiring, ficionalized biographies sweep kids into the early lives of
these great Americans. 192 pp each. Recommended for Grades 3-6.

This Young Adventurer’s Set is sure to keep your
young reader turning pages! Hand-picked for their
action and suspense, these novels give an authentic
account of history, while teaching Christian virtues.
Recommended for Grade 6 and up.

Frontier Adventurer Set

American President Set

Founders Set
$19.95 | Frontier Adventurer Set | M-RDB5-40
$26.95 | American President Set | M-RDB5-20
$42.00 | Founder Set includes George Washington | M-RDB5-10

$59.00
$12.00
$12.00
$13.00
$14.00
$13.00

FREE SHIPPING! Offer expires 12/24/20. Use Coupon Code: NOEL2020

|
|
|
|
|
|

5-Book Set | P-RD07-50
Red Falcons of Tremoine | P-RD06-50
Big John’s Secret | P-RD05-23
The Reb and the Redcoats | P-RD07-23
Enemy Brothers | P-RD08-22
Son of Charlemagne | P-RD06-19

 SETONBOOKS.com/Christmas
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Simply Drawing Art DVDs

Ginger Himes Art Classes
for Grades 5 to Adult
Basic Drawing: learn prep before

drawing, how to shade,
highlight, blend, and
create dimensions.
Develop skills to draw
and assemble various
shapes and explore
color techniques.

$35 | Basic Drawing DVD | M-ARDV-11

Homeschool Art Classes for Grades K - 4
$165.00 | SIMPLY DRAWING 5 VOLUME SET | M-ARDV-45
$35 | Vol. 1 Shapes | M-ARDV-24
$35 | Vol. 2 Freehand | M-ARDV-26
$35 | Vol. 3 Noah’s Ark & Animals | M-ARDV-27
$35 | Vol. 4 Life of Jesus | M-ARDV-29
$35 | Vol. 5 Bible and Saints | M-RLCL-64

$35 | Portrait Drawing DVD | M-ARDV-21
$35 | Scenery Drawing DVD | M-ARDV-22
$35 | Animal Drawing DVD | M-ARDV-23
$35 | Pastel Drawing DVD | M-ARDV-25
$35 | Acrylic Painting DVD | M-ARDV-28
$35 | Watercolor Painting DVD | M-ARDV-31
$35 | Water Mixable Oil Painting DVD | M-ARDV-32

Find out more at setonbooks.com/gingerhimes

Catholic Children’s Treasure Box Sets 1 & 2
Presents a wonderful combination of fun and the Catholic Faith.
Filled with stories, poems, games, things to do, and fun things to
make. Charming full-color illustrations. Grades K-2. Each 32 pp.

$70.00 | 20 Book Sets | M-RDBK-45

Saint Flash Cards
A fun way to help disciples of all
ages learn more about the Saints.
Each full color card includes a short
biography on the back and three
“Fun Facts” prompts to help in the
identification of each Saint. Cards
come in a sturdy gift box.
$16.95 | Saint Flash Cards | | M-RLBK-D7

SAVE
$5.00
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100
Full Color Cards!
4 x 5.75 inch

FREE SHIPPING! USA Addresses only. Use Coupon Code: NOEL2020

Piano Suite Premier

S
AGE0
4-1
Children’s Music Journey (3 Vol. Series)
This music series is the most exciting and effective way to help young
children become fluent in the language of music. This comprehensive,
interactive software helps young children learn to read music, play
piano with both hands, compose, and improvise.

Designed to follow the
Children’s Music Journey series and
for students of all ages with no piano
background, the Piano Suite Home
Study Program is motivating, effective,
and fun! Set includes Software and
Manual. Ages 10 to Adult.
$109.95 | P-MUPS-11

MIDI Piano Keyboard
Easy to use 49-key USB Piano Keyboard - Turn your computer
(PC or Mac) into a music learning station. This synth-action
USB MIDI piano keyboard makes playing and learning music
on your computer simple.
$109.00 | P-MUPS-31

By the end of the 3 volumes, children are tuned into music, sightreading, playing comfortably, and ready for more.
$239.95 | 3 Volume Set with Manuals | P-MUMJ-09
$89.95 | Volume 1 Set | P-MUMJ-11

Little Books for Catholic Kids
These delightful board books with
illustrations inspired by Sister M.I.
Hummel® feature life lessons for
children, including when to pray, how
to help others, being a good example,
and more. Ideal for teaching moments.
Recommended for Grades 3-64.

Scrunch Maps
Scrunch and store this fun and unique product in your pocket,
purse, backpack, desk, or anywhere. ScrunchMaps are water and tear
resistant and last much longer than paper maps. The ScrunchMap is
24 x 36 inches and comes in its own tiny drawstring pouch.

$22.95 | Little Books for Catholic Kids | P-RDPK-40

$8.99 | Map of the United States | P-HI04-22
$8.99 | Map of the World | P-HI02-22

Multiplication Table
Learn your Multiplication
facts on this water and tear
resistant ScrunchChart! The
ScrunchChart is 24 x 36 inches
and comes in its own tiny
draw-string pouch.
$8.99 | Multiplication Table | P-MA03-22

FREE SHIPPING! Offer expires 12/24/20. Use Coupon Code: NOEL20
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Magnets

Nativity Magnet and Sticker Sets

Flexible Saint Magnets
This Saint Magnet Assortment is a fun way to teach
Saints to the children. Each pack of magnets features 10
different Saints, and there are two of each Saint in each
set. These magnets are fun, educational, and spiritual.
Featuring subjects: Divine Mercy, Blessed Mother, Our
Lady of the Rosary, Our Lady of Guadalupe, St. Francis
of Assisi, St. Anthony the Miracle Worker, St. Michael
the Archangel, Good St. Joseph, St. Patrick, Patron of
Ireland, and St. Therese the Little Flower.

These nativity magnet and sticker sets are great fun for
kids of all ages to learn about the birth of our Savior. Each
magnet set comes on a lift out sheet and includes 11 pieces
for recreating a full nativity scene. The sticker sheets have
16 separate images. They make great stocking stuffers or
Christmas gifts!

Material: Each Flexible Magnet Size: 2-1/4 x 3”
$6.95 | Flexible Saint Magnets | M-RLSS-21

$2.95 | Nativity Magnet Set | M-RLCH-44
$1.95 | Nativity Sticker Sheet | M-RLCH-45
$6.95 | Nativity Sticker Sheet 5 Pack | M-RLCH-46

Nativity Stable Christmas Auto Magnet
This 6 inch flexible auto magnet is
a great way to share the sentiment
Keep Christ in Christmas!
$2.95 | Nativity Stable Christmas Auto Magnet | M-RLCH-43

Homeschool Spirit Wear

S.H.S.S. Knit Beanie
with Cuff

Seton T-Shirts

$5.95

“Seton Home Study School Est. 1982” T-Shirts
Also available Class of 2021, 2022, 2023 and 2024

M-SSAC-06

$12.99 Each

Canvas bag
Draw String
Tote bag
$7.99
M-SSBA-03
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$14.99
M-SSBA-02

FREE SHIPPING! USA Addresses only.
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The Four Temperaments:
Tools of Love and Discovery

F

BY JEFF MINICK

or the last five issues of the Seton Magazine, we have
looked at the four temperaments—choleric, melancholic,
sanguine, and phlegmatic—and how recognition of these
temperaments in ourselves and in our children can assist us in
the education and character development of our young people.
How, for example, can the melancholic mom best guide her
choleric son? How can the sanguine dad best encourage his
phlegmatic daughter?

can’t complain. I have my friends. Somebody spoke to me only
yesterday. And was it last week or the week before that Rabbit
bumped into me and said ‘Bother!’ The Social Round. Always
something going on.”

During these explorations we have relied heavily on The
Temperament God Gave Your Kids: Motivate, Discipline, and
Love Your Children. The authors of this book, husband and wife
team Art and Laraine Bennett, raised four children—“one each
of the four temperament types!”— and have written two other
books on this subject: The Temperament God Gave You and The
Temperament God Gave Your Spouse.

As for Your Peaceful Phlegmatic Progeny, Winnie-the-Pooh
may fit that description: “It is more fun to talk with someone
who doesn’t use long, difficult words but rather short, easy words
like, ‘What about lunch?’”

For Seton families, the Bennetts have proven ideal guides
for this study of the four temperaments. Married for over forty
years, devoutly Catholic, and familiar with homeschooling,
they possess the expertise, the map and compass, to help us
deepen our understanding of this ancient way of thinking
about personality development. In prose affable in tone and
reader-friendly, they explain that by identifying our children’s
temperaments, we may then better educate them, help them
grow in virtue, and come closer to Christ and His Church.
Rather than once again review these temperaments, let’s play
along with the Bennetts, who use quotations from characters
in A.A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh to introduce each chapter on a
specific temperament.
Your Conquering Choleric Child kicks off with Rabbit: It was
going to be one of Rabbit’s busy days. As soon as he woke up he
felt important, as if everything depended on him. It was just the
day for Organizing Something…a Captainish sort of day, when
everybody said, “Yes, Rabbit,” and “No, Rabbit,” and waited until
he had told them.
In Your Moody Melancholic Moppet, the donkey Eeyore is a
natural choice: “I might have known,” said Eeyore. “After all, one

Of all the creatures in the Hundred Acre Wood, Your Spirited
Sanguine Sprout may best resemble Tigger: “Tiggers never go on
being Sad,” explained Rabbit. “They get over it with Astonishing
Rapidity.”

Near the end of their book, the Bennetts write “We discussed
that parents have two roles: to establish a relationship with
their children and to lead their children so that they might
become the persons Christ wants them to be. Most of us (by
temperament) lean one way or the other: toward relating or
toward leading. But our children need us to be both: good at
relating to them and good at leading them. This is not easy, but it
is necessary for their growth, and for our own growth as parents.
This is taking up our own cross daily, and it is a part of how our
children help us to become holy.”
Understanding the temperaments provides a richer
understanding of our children and how we may best guide them
to adulthood. As the Bennetts tell us, “Ultimately, our home can
become, as Pope St. John Paul II said, a ‘community of life and
love,’ the Domestic Church, the place where each person (no
matter how small) is respected and valued, where his or her gifts
flourish, and where love is discovered and shared.”
Jeff Minick has four children and a growing platoon
of grandchildren. For 20 years, he taught history,
literature, and Latin to seminars of homeschooling
students in Asheville, NC. Today, he lives and writes
in Front Royal, VA.
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First Day of

BY SETON FAMILIES

Homeschool

You're off to a Great
Start for the School Year!

The Roxanne Williams Family

The Emma Fox Family

We asked, and you delivered! Thank you to the
generous families who have shared their
"First Day of School" photos with us!
Find more First Day of School Photos at
www.setonmagazine.com
Watch Seton's Facebook and Instagram
pages for more great photos!!
The Jennifer Brito Avery Family
24 | SETON MAGAZINE, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2020

The Theresa Taylor Family

The Tamera Ives Family

The Trina Muhs Family

The Theresa Habana Family
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Gratitude, Thanksgiving,
and the Christmas Gift of Self

BY JOHN CLARK

For

many of us, 2020 has shaped up to be a year we would
happily forget. Illness and paralyzing fear jockeyed for position
as to which was the more damaging pandemic. Churches were
locked and the sacraments were made unavailable for weeks.
Elderly people were left terribly alone. Many people lost their jobs
or businesses, and many others worried about losing theirs, too.
As we look back on the year after all this, our first reaction may
not be gratitude. But as we travel down the path of Thanksgiving,
Advent, and Christmas, gratitude must lead the way.
Let’s begin by recognizing that gratitude is a virtue, a point
made by Saint Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theologica. You
might presume that gratitude would be listed under the heading
of “Charity,” but it isn’t. Instead, Aquinas lists gratitude under the
heading of “Justice.”
Why?
Part of the reason lies in the fact that gratitude is about God. We
can confidently say that God is directly due our thanks. But that
obligation translates to thanks toward others. The ability of any of
us to give—the ability of any of us to receive—would be impossible
without a prior and sustaining gift of life from God.

"...even prior to the events of 2020,
we had largely forgotten how to offer thanks."
Romano Guardini, one of the favorite theologians of Pope
Benedict XVI, writes that “Giving and thanking, which lift man
above the functioning of a machine or the instinct of animals, are
really the echo of something divine.” Guardini makes a powerful
statement, but one that is backed by Scripture. Consider the
institution of the Eucharist. As Luke 22:19 reads, “And he took
bread, and when he had given thanks he broke it and gave it to
them, saying, ‘This is my body which is given for you. Do this in
remembrance of me.’” Jesus gives thanks and then gives Himself.
Both in giving and in thanksgiving, we must imitate Christ.
And that brings us back to the current mixed-up world in which
we find ourselves. Some might say that it’s easy to give thanks when
times are good, but it is tough to give thanks now, when things
seem so bad. But let’s be honest: even prior to the events of 2020,
we had largely forgotten how to offer thanks. Guardini points out
that gratitude has been largely replaced with acknowledgement, a
fact evident even at Christmastime:
“We need only think of the mad rush of giving and receiving
at Christmastime….(W)hat determines the general sentiment is
not asking and giving but the announcement of rights and their

satisfaction by means of organized associations. And the response
is not gratitude but a receipt; then, the matter is properly settled.”
We need to do better than this.
Many years ago, Socrates pointed out that teaching and learning—
if properly performed—were essentially indistinguishable
activities. And this makes me think that giving and receiving—
if done properly—are also indistinguishable. To give the gift of

The real gift was a gift of self;
it was gift of gratitude.
oneself is to offer thanks; to offer thanks is to give the gift of oneself.
Isn’t that what the Magi were doing as they encountered Baby
Jesus? Their gifts and thanks were present in the very same act.
This was a point not missed by a writer named William Sydney
Porter, more commonly known as O. Henry. His short story, The
Gift of the Magi, tells the story of a young husband and wife, Jim
and Della, who love each other very much but lack the financial
resources to buy each other a material gift. On Christmas Eve,
the idea comes to Della that she can sell her long, beautiful hair,
and buy her husband a last-minute gift. With the $20 she earns
from the sale, she buys Jim a chain for his pocket-watch. What she
doesn’t know, but soon discovers, is that Jim has sold his watch to
buy his beloved Della combs for her long hair.
The cynic might say that each was given a useless gift by the
other, but the romantic knows better. And so does the Christian.
Because the real gift was neither combs nor chains, just as the real
gift was neither gold nor frankincense nor myrrh. The real gift was
a gift of self; it was the gift of gratitude.
At the end of this difficult year—a year in which God has
watched over us more carefully than we could ever know—we
need to present the gift of gratitude toward the Infant King and
toward each other. If we can do that, then we are the Magi.
Dear Seton friends and families, thank you for reading my
columns again this year! Your kind comments have been a
wonderful gift. Please keep me and my family in your prayers, and
be confident that you remain in ours. And here’s to a healthy and
happy 2021.
John Clark is a homeschooling father, author of Who's Got
You and How to be a Superman Dad, a speech writer, an
online course developer for Seton, and a weekly blogger for
The National Catholic Register.
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Difficulties can be
Stepping Stones to Success

W

Attitude is Everything

As a student in those days, I was more focused on the
realms of imagination than listening to my teacher drone on
in the manner of adults to the Peanuts gang. My personal
thoughts and observations seemed far more important, not
to mention more interesting, than the daily blather issuing
forth from the front of the room.

Bob was a spry, newly-minted retiree who had been a highranking brake-test engineer in his prime for one of the “Big
Three” auto companies. We met on the streets in Alexandria,
Virginia on a sunny weekend afternoon while casually
discussing an impromptu musical performance on a street
corner. The next thing I knew, I became the principal editor of
his personal memoirs.

hen I was growing up in the Midwest, gray wintry
days provided fertile ground for introspection and boredom.
I vividly recall such a time in the 7th grade, wherein I found
myself staring at the classroom wall of the Catholic school
I attended, reading all of the laminated signs with their
typically bland inspirational slogans and aphorisms.

Yet one of those signs caught my attention. It had a
winding road on it, with the words “Difficulties are Stepping
Stones to Success.” I laughed inwardly when first reading it,
musing at the time that some hapless adventurer hanging off
the side of a mountain would hardly view his situation as “a
stepping stone to success.” Of course, that thought generated
an entire slew of imagined scenarios wherein a difficulty was,
in fact, a real, life-threatening peril, and the main character
in each is about to meet his doom.
Perhaps it is because the sign captured my imagination
that its message stuck. I am confident that its author
would have never imagined it as the subject of a magazine
article decades after it was silly-puttied to the wall, but I
digress. Despite its inherent irony, the message denotes the
importance of mindset in tackling problems. It has been said
that “timing is everything,” but so, too, is attitude.
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Eventually I would reform my ways as a student and pay
attention in class, aspiring to the work of a scholar. After
college I found employment as a technical writer and then
editor, and as it happened, I also found a new friend named
Bob.

Bob had a great deal to teach from his life experience,
and our weekly evening editorial meetings at Panera Bread
frequently included discussion of the life lessons he learned
along the way. One of the recurring themes from his work
was to embrace life’s problems as they come. In fact, one day
he showed up with a photo-copied article from a business
periodical that emphasized this particular theme. Whether
in the workplace or the classroom, positively embracing
difficulties and pro-actively solving problems adds value to
one’s work and positions one for further success down the
road. It was compelling.

Homeschooling Difficulties
Bob would eventually move on to greener pastures from
his Northern Virginia home, but time under his tutelage
has continued to prove itself valuable, particularly as a
homeschooling parent as well as a counselor in the
Seton Guidance Department.

SHARING SUCCESS WITH THE SETON COMMUNITY

BY NICK MARMALEJO

Earl

| Earl's flexible homeschooling routine allows him to balance
classes, and gymnastics, and to compete with Tumbling & Trampoline
(TNT) and Dare to Soar competitions.

There is typically a great deal of optimism and
excitement in the Fall for families just getting started
with the new academic year. This feeling is often mixed
with a bit of trepidation, especially for families new to
homeschooling and those preparing to send their child
to college. However, in the thick of the school year, often
an obstacle or series of obstacles present themselves,
making the entire homeschooling endeavor seem bleak
and gray. They can even make us question whether or
not we made the right decision to homeschool, or if
homeschooling should be abandoned altogether.

“Embrace life's problems
as they come.”
As parents and teachers, we must prepare for these
moments. They are inevitable. They are also natural to
the process. If we embrace them with a can-do attitude,
we will find that most problems have a solution that we
can work towards. Not every academic problem can be
solved in a day, and some problems require outside help.
At Seton, we are an email or phone call away to help
you when you encounter such a road block. We aim to
make your difficulties a stepping stone to success.

Nick Marmalejo, a history major,
graduated from Christendom College
in 2001. He holds a Virginia Teacher
Certification and lives in the Shenandoah
Valley with his wife and four children.

Gabrielle | Music is an important part of Gabrielle's life not only because
she loves creating new songs, but because music is a way to express the
beauty of God.

Submit your photo, your achievement, and how
homeschooling has helped you succeed!

setonmagazine.com/students
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BY MARY ELLEN BARRETT

Where We Share Our Best Tips for Homeschooling with Seton

A

dvent will begin shortly and being prepared is the best way
to enjoy this most beautiful of liturgical seasons. It can
seem daunting, which is why it is so important to begin
to prayerfully discern how you want this Advent to look
for your family

Take some time (perhaps at Adoration) to take stock of your
situation and see how you and your family can really live the
Advent season this year. Some things to consider...

1.

If you are pregnant or nursing your time and energy levels
are bound to be limited, and your Advent should be less hustle
and bustle and should reflect your need to rest and take care of
your baby. Limit your outings and plan for some fun, easy indoor
activities and devotions with the children. Seton sells some
enjoyable sticker books, activity books, and puzzle books that will
engage the young ones while giving mom some time to take care
of herself.

2.

If you are out of the baby stage, this may be the year you can
finally get to some of the more time-consuming activities that you
have had to pass on in years past. Do not give into the temptation
to do everything you've longed to do, that's a good way to make

yourself and anyone else nuts. Rather, focus instead on doing one
thing really well. Maybe this is your year to do a Jesse Tree or
observe the Ember Days, or perhaps you will take time to learn
about the O Antiphons. Do one thing as well as you can and enjoy it.

3. If you have teens or students returning from college, this could
be a way to draw them further into the practice of their faith. You
might be able to commit to daily Mass, a spiritual study of some
kind, or travel to visit a shrine.

Whatever your plans, remember that the end goal is an Advent
that creates an atmosphere in the home that welcomes the Christ
child, one that furthers the faith of your children and settles your
own mind and heart so as to be prepared to welcome the King
of Kings.
Please join us in the Seton Support Community as we journey
through Advent together.
Mary Ellen Barrett is a mother of seven children and two
in heaven, wife to David, and a lifelong New Yorker. She
has homeschooled her children for eleven years using
Seton and an enormous amount of books. She is the
editor of the Seton Magazine and also a contributer to
The Long Island Catholic.

“Let us come close to the crib. If you
love riches, you will find the
gold that the kings brought;
if you are looking for the smoke of honors,
you will find that in the incense;
and if you take delight in the
delicacies of the senses,
you will find the delicate perfume of myrrh
that pervades the stable.
Be rich in love for this adorable Saviour,
respectful in the familiarity
with which you relate to Him,
and delight in the joy of experiencing
in your soul so many inspirations and affections
because you look exclusively to Him.”
~ St. Frances de Sales
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saint

Cecilia
Patron Saint of Musicians

Feast Day - November 22
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See inside for CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Homily of Pope Benedict XVI to Families
Dear married couples,
Watch over your children and, in a world dominated by technology,
transmit to them, with serenity and trust, reasons for living, the strength of
faith, pointing them towards high goals and supporting them in their fragility.
And let me add a word to the children here: be sure that you always
maintain a relationship of deep affection and attentive care for your
parents, and see that your relationships with your brothers and sisters are
opportunities to grow in love.
Dear families, pray often for the help of the Virgin Mary and Saint Joseph,
that they may teach you to receive God’s love as they did. Your vocation is not
easy to live, especially today, but the vocation to love is a wonderful thing, it is
the only force that can truly transform the cosmos, the world.
Pope Benedict XVI –World Meeting of Families
June 3, 2012
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